Abstract
Introduction
Along with the explosion of information communication technology, the use of Internet has become essential in every part of human life and business. As a consequence, the information management issue has emerged to be the most important concern for Internet users in information security and Internet resource protection. Among the products of this information explosion, spam appeared to be common thread which occupies a large number of transport, storage and computing resources, resulting in an enormous waste of resources and a quite serious harm in many other ways. In ordinary sense, spam refers to a large number of e-mails which are unwanted. In the past several years, anti-spam technology is developing rapidly, researchers have proposed a number of different methods to prevent spam, but we have to admit that there have not been any kind of filtering technology, which is completely efficient for the task of anti-spam including a variety of ensemble methods. In order to alleviate this problem, improvement needs to be made on the anti-spam technology, besides, the adoption of the executive, legislative and other means to stop spamming.
Pool-based active learning techniques [1] have been paid more and more attention in recent years [2] , the commonly used active learning methods in this group are uncertainty sampling [3] based methods, query by committee [4] based methods, etc. From the designing circumstances of ensemble spam filtering systems [5] [6] [7] [8] , the principles of user feedback features are passively waiting for user tagging 1 in existing systems. Thus, both the efficiency in model building and the accuracy in predicting will be affected. In addition, although the parallel heterogeneous ensemble method (PHE method) has been used in Spamato system [6] for spam filtering, the system designers did not investigate further on its fitted scope and effectiveness. The literature [9] clearly put forward the PHE method and proved its fitted scope and effectiveness through substantial, comprehensive and comparative experiments. To make full use of existing techniques applicable to the practical spam filtering applications, this paper designs a parallel heterogeneous ensemble spam filtering system based on active learning techniques: SpamCooling. The system has two important characteristics: 1) We adopt an active learning technique into this system. On the system perspective, when current processed email message 2 cannot be clearly classified, user tagging will then be required. Thus the cost of training the classification model will be greatly reduced. Meanwhile, the re-trained classification model under labeled e-mails has more user personalized features. On the user perspective, by changing the confidence threshold, users are able to control the frequency of tagging. This allows the system performance to satisfy different requirements from different groups of users.
2) We also adopt the PHE method into this system. Through integrating e-mail features obtained by single spam filters, the system can achieve more accurate classification performance. In the system test phrase, the PHE method can help system achieve high spam detection rate as well as low ham (nonspam or legitimate e-mails) misclassification rate. Its performance is better than adaboost algorithm which has been recognized and well studied as one of the most typical ensemble algorithms.
The remaining sections in this paper are organized as follows, the next section describes the related research works on spam filtering systems. In section 3 we present the system architecture and then describe the adopted techniques and system design process. Section 4 analyzes the performance of adopted methods under publicly distributed datasets. This work is summarized in the last section.
Related works
In recent years, the study of spam filtering techniques mainly focuses on machine learning algorithms. Relative to manual rules which are easily invalidated subject to changes of spam features, machine learning methods are able to extract knowledge from a batch of e-mails and apply it to distinguish new incoming ones [10] . The machine learning techniques used in our spam filtering system are mainly referred to active learning and ensemble learning techniques. We will discuss the related works in the two aspects.
Active learning
In active learning, a small number of labeled training samples are used to build an initial classifier. The most helpful samples to boost the performance of classifier was selected among the unlabeled candidate sample set in each learning process and these selected samples will be added to training set for model updating. The basic idea of selecting samples takes into account the roles of different samples in classification, namely, the greater the amount of information contained in samples, the more important in the determination of the classification surface. That is to say, for a large number of unlabeled samples, only a few of them need to be labeled and used to train the model with strong classification performance.
Accordingly, active learning is a very attractive approach due to the fact that a large number of unlabeled e-mails exist in the spam filtering field. Pool-based [1] active learning methods have achieved good results in spam filtering with only a few e-mails tagging. A Pool-based active learning method assumes that the learner can access to n unlabeled samples and at most m (m << n) of them can be requested when it needs user tagging. Researchers have made a wide range of approaches to obtain m samples, among which there are two typical methods: uncertainty sampling based method [3] and query by committee [4] based method. The former one is to select samples, in which the filter is unable to clearly distinguish to join the training set and then use these samples to train classifier. The latter one is to build two or more classifiers based on history labeled samples as "committee", then make use of the committee to vote on incoming samples and the samples with most inconsistent votes are selected as candidates for training. There is also a co-testing paradigm [11] , which uses the same samples to train two classifiers from two different views, and select training samples according to the results of inconsistency of two classifiers.
Ensemble learning
SpamCooling: a Parallel Heterogeneous Ensemble Spam Filtering System Based on Active Learning Techniques Jinlong Wang, Ke Gao, Huy Quan Vu In fact, the ensemble learning methods [12, 13, 26] firstly generate a number of classifiers with a set of training data. When a new sample arrived, a final classification will get through a combination of results produced by each single classifier. If we image a single classifier as a decision-maker, the ensemble learning method is more likely the decision-makers getting together to conduct a decision-making. Generally speaking, an ensemble of many filters has a stronger generalization performance than single filters [12] . According to different styles, the ensemble methods can be divided into two kinds: serial ensemble and parallel ensemble [9] . Two kinds of ensemble methods have been widely used in the practical spam filtering systems. Academic and application representatives of spam filtering systems are reviewed in the following.
SpamGuru [5] is a server-side based spam filtering system designed by IBM Corporation. The system works under a serial ensemble method by setting up a pipeline of filters. The final classification was made when a filter in pipeline is sufficient to determine the category of current e-mails, otherwise e-mails will enter the next filter in pipeline. If all single filters are unable to give a clear determination separately, the last filter module in pipeline will generate final judgment through ensemble of results produced by all filters above. As the system does not provide any open source code, developers cannot expand the application according to their own preferences. Another system using serial ensemble method is based on the work in [7] , this paper proposed an effective layered defense framework to prevent spam. The system adopts a method that combines both the server layer and the client layer, and in each layer the serial ensemble method is implemented. The framework can be easily integrated into existing mail clients (MUA), and client-based prototype system has been developed as Microsoft Outlook 2002 plug-ins.
For Spamato [6] system, that was initially designed for MUA plug-ins, and allowed users to control and adjust work process of filters. This system adopts many heterogeneous filters, corresponding to different learning techniques, for parallel ensemble. New messages will drive at the system, and the system then uses the PHE method implemented both layers to determine whether it was spam or not. Another typical system using the PHE method is EMT [8] . It is an Email Mining Toolkit, which implemented a variety of machine learning and abnormal detection algorithms. These classification algorithms with different techniques integrated in the toolkit are the basis for ensemble filters. Each filter outputs judgment and corresponding spamminess 3 , and the authors designed a variety of correlating functions to ensemble these spamminess to generate final one. The system also provides a large amount of features such as user behavior features, demographic features, etc. parsed from e-mails.
Although some systems mentioned above have designed user feedback functions to tag e-mails such as SpamGuru, Spamato etc., the implementation principles are passively waiting for user tagging, not actively selecting e-mails to request for labels. Thus, the efficiency in model building and the accuracy in predicting will both be affected. In addition, although the PHE method has been used in Spamato system for spam filtering, the system designers did not investigate further about its fitted scope and effectiveness. Our study [9] clearly puts forward the PHE method and proves its fitted scope and effectiveness through substantial comprehensive comparative experiments.
To make full use of existing techniques apply to the practical spam filtering applications and to make up the deficiencies in the existing systems, this paper designed a parallel heterogeneous ensemble spam filtering system based on active learning techniques: SpamCooling. The system adopts a batch method to filter spam and can be easily integrated with existing MUA. It can actively obtain user feedbacks for providing users personalized spam filtering experiences. The PHE method can help system achieve high spam detection rate as well as low ham misclassification rate. In summary, SpamCooling system can provide users an effective anti-spam protection.
System design
The system can serve as a server-side spam filtering system. Figure 1 presents its hierarchy in the e-mail receiving progress. With the system, the flow of user's mail receiving will be as following: First, the Mail Sender submits emails to the Mail Deliver Agent (MDA). Those e-mails will be stored in the user's mailbox as soon as they reach the MDA. Then SpamCooling reads e-mails in mailbox and filters spam among them. Users receive the remained mails through Mail User Agent (MUA). The rest of this section will introduce the system architecture, design progress including process flow, filters used, and system exhibition etc. in details.
System architecture
As shown in Figure 2 , the system modules can be divided into the following parts: 1) A module of training initial classification model. When the system started, a few labeled e-mails are used to train initial classification models for each filter.
2) An e-mails reading module from the MDA. Obtaining user e-mails via connecting to the MDA. Actually, the system was in a test version in laboratory, the MDA reading module was not implemented. Instead, we manually collect e-mails from mailbox and arrange them into a prepared folder.
3) A module of ensemble classification. The final judgment was made by ensembling all of results produced by each of the filters adopted in the system. 4) A module of active learning. The system requests the user tagging according to its judgment and trains a new classification model based on historical labeled e-mails. The specific working process of our system is as follows: when first starting the system, it gets access to the initialization stage, and some relative modules in system initially configure the run-time environment, in order to supply the running of filters and storage of temporary files. In addition, a few labeled e-mails for filters are given to generate corresponding classification models. After the initialization, the next stage is the running of system. For a set of messages, the first thing the system will do is to load e-mails and preprocess them, generate and maintain a mailing list as well as the input information of filters. Each filter makes decision based on its classification model and output the SpamCooling: a Parallel Heterogeneous Ensemble Spam Filtering System Based on Active Learning Techniques Jinlong Wang, Ke Gao, Huy Quan Vu determination. The system then ensembles the results obtained from each of the filters. At last the system produces the final judgments, according to them e-mails are sent to spam mailbox or ham mailbox in MUA. Users can tag e-mails which the system cannot clearly determine via the interface supplied by MUA. And the system will update the mailing list information according to user tags. The filter training module in system will read the updated mailing list and start different learning algorithms integrated to re-train the classification models and save the models for the next call.
Process design
Within the system, two parts are responsible for the executing process of each filter: classification and active learning. Classification aims to predict the categories of e-mails. Active learning aims to actively select e-mails according to the result of classification to request user tagging, and add labeled e-mails into training set and re-train the classification model. Figure 3 shows the design of system process flow. First, preprocessing of those e-mails is carried out using text processing method. Preprocess is executed as soon as e-mails arriving at the mailbox to extract the features of e-mails for filters to use. It is noteworthy that some e-mails are attached with images. In order to deal with this kind of e-mails, we pre-set an image-based filter for image spam in the system. Whether the filter starts work or not depends on the judgment made in the preprocess stage. It will work if there exists any image in e-mails. Since the time is mainly spent on extracting, parsing and converting e-mail contents when the filters work at the stage of preprocess [5] , in order to save time cost, the system is designed to share the results of the preprocess among the filters.
The system uses two text representations and an image representation method to represent e-mails for spam filtering. They are original mail representation, vector space model representation and image character extraction representation. The original mail representation keeps the original appearance of the mail content. The vector space model represents the mail text in n dimension vector. The dimension of vector depends on the total number of features in the training set. The image character represents image mails in the form of embedded characters extracted from images attached using character-recognizing programs.
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After obtaining the results of system preprocessing, then we make classification and training based on filters implemented. The system ensembles several widely concerned and studied content-based spam filtering techniques, which have already shown their performances in many comparative experiments [14] [15] [16] . Table 1 shows the filters used in the system. 4 , proposed by D. Sculley of Tufts University in United States, improves the traditional SVM. It reduces the cost of model re-training through decreasing the frequency of doing so, and allows terminating the process in advance. ROSVM, which supports online learning, is designed to solve the problem of high time complexity which bothers the traditional SVM to deal with online processing. This algorithm provides three parameters, separately applied to: select n (n is far less than the size of dataset) vectors which best optimize the classifier as training set, decrease the frequency of model re-training through adjusting internal parameters, reduce iteration count of the Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO [18] ) algorithm.
Prediction by Partial Matching [19] (PPM 5 ), a statistical model technique based on finite context, predicts next character from the entry string by utilizing multiple context models which hold fixed alphabetical order and number, and computes total amounts of next character from the entry string under prediction of every context so that prediction probability is calculated and obtained. The probability will be changed according to the different entry strings. Once a character comes out in reference to this prediction probability statistical model, it will be encoded by arithmetic coding.
Bayes classification algorithm is a text classification algorithm with wide use. While being applied in spam filtering, by means of learning large amount of labeled e-mails, the probability of each word's occurrence in accordance with which the probability of whether a new mail text belonging to ham or spam can be calculated and then the new mail will be classified based on the obtained probabilities of words. The system adopts Bogofilter 6 , which is an open source spam filter based on Bayes classification techniques. Furthermore, it takes the header information in e-mails into considerations for further distinguishing spam.
In the phase of ensemble classification, first of all original mails are input into the filter PPM and the Bogofilter and characters extracted from mail attached images are input into image filter based on PPM. The vector from texts are input into filter ROSVM. By utilizing classification model acquired through training, those filters carry on judgments and separately output each mail's spamminess. Papers [20, 21] discuss many kinds of ensemble strategies on filter outputs. In this system we adopt a linear ensemble method named Arithmetic Average Ensemble which merely calculates the average spamminess S of all the filters and by comparing S with threshold T classifies e-mails as spam when S exceeds T, otherwise, as ham. The merits of this method include its efficiency in running and easiness in implementation.
At the stage of active learning, the system submits processed e-mails to MUA and submits e-mails which need to be tagged by users through active learning mechanism. The system uses the method based on uncertainty sampling and returns e-mails whose spamminess fits in the range of threshold for user feedbacks. The users then submit the labeled mails to system through the MUA. The system will train the classification models of each filter using user feedbacks.
According to the detailed system design mentioned above, we've implemented the core function of the system. Figure 4 shows the main interface of the system at runtime. As it shows, "Refresh filters" is used to view the current filters in use of the system. "Configure filters" is used to set the initial SpamCooling: a Parallel Heterogeneous Ensemble Spam Filtering System Based on Active Learning Techniques Jinlong Wang, Ke Gao, Huy Quan Vu information with which the filters can work. "Location of e-mails" is used to set the folder path from which the MDA will receive e-mails. The output path of e-mails judged is pre-set and constant in our implemented version. "Judgment information output" is used to store the internal information of system judgment including the paths of the original mails, spamminess and so on. "Initialization" is used to set the necessary information after the system started and trained the initial classification models. "Classify" and "Train" are the two core functions of the system. They are used to categorize e-mails and update the classification models. "View judgment information" is used to view the internal information of the current batch of mail classifications. The current system is still the alpha version used in lab. Given the implementation of integral functions, the system could carry out practical spam filtering tasks. The efficiency of the system preventing spam is tested and verified through great many e-mails. In the following section, we'll illustrate the excellent performance of our system through some test results. 
Performance testing
The system uses the PHE method for spam filtering. To illustrate the effectiveness of this method, we designed two experiments: firstly, to compare the performance between the PHE method and adaboost [22] ; secondly, to examine how effective the method is in ham misclassification rate reduction. Trec07p 7 and SpamAssassin 8 are two publicly available datasets used in our experiments. Trec07p contains a total of 75419 messages, of which 50199 spam and 25220 ham; SpamAssassin contains a total of 6034 messages, of which 1885 spam and 4149 ham.
Evaluation measures
Experiments involved in this section mainly use two groups of evaluation measures [10, 15, 23] : threshold independent measures and threshold dependent measures. To facilitate the description of these measures, we first define several variables as shown in Table 2 . Threshold independent measures, namely the different threshold settings will not affect measures, this kind of measure include (1-ROCA)% and hm%@sm%. The filters used in experiments are soft classifiers [24] because their outputs are spam confidence level called spamminess. By adjusting threshold the classifiers will be able to get the corresponding false positive rate and the false negative rate, with which we can generate the ROC curve related performance evaluation. (1-ROCA)% is a very effective measure and its value is the area above ROC curve. This measure denotes the chance of a classifier will judge a random ham as a higher spamminess than a random spam [24] . The smaller the (1-ROCA)% is, the better overall performance the filter has. hm%@sm% denotes how much the ham misclassification rate is when spam misclassification rate is certain. This measure can be used to assess the cost-sensitive performance of a filter. Where, the ham and spam misclassification rate can be denoted as hm%=B/(B+D)×100% and sm%=C/(A+C)×100%, respectively.
Threshold dependent measures, namely the different threshold settings will affect measures, this kind of group measures include Recall, Precision, Accuracy, and F 1 . Recall = A/(A+C) denotes the spam detection rate, it reflects the ability of the spam filtering system to distinguish spam, the higher the recall is, the less the "escaped" spam are. Precision = A/(A+B) denotes the spam correct recognition rate, it reflects the ability of the spam filtering system to recognize the real spam, the higher the precision is, the less the misclassifications of ham are. Accuracy=(A+ D)/N denotes the overall correct recognition rate, where N = A+B+C+D. F 1 = 2×Recall×Precision/ (Recall+Precision) denotes the harmonic mean of recall and accuracy, it combines both the recall and the accuracy into a single measure.
Experimental settings
The adaboost used in our experiments is the adaboost.M1 [25] algorithm implemented in weka 9 . For the filters based on PPM, SVM and Bayes techniques, we did not use the system output directly but extracted the filters used in the system in order to ensure the fairness of comparative experiments. The "bare filters" are used in our experiments, that is, central processes are implemented to take place for each filter's preprocessing functions and unified input forms are generated thereafter. This is because of the fact that the performances of preprocessing of open-source filters used in the current system are inconsistent, and some filters may use some optional features extracted from e-mails, which are against in comparing the pros and cons of the two ensemble methods. To this end, we adopt the bare filters for experiments, which can eliminate the differences among open-source filters when using optional features and will make the comparative experiments more credible. Table 3 shows the bare filters integrated in our system and corresponding input forms for comparative experiments. The settings of filters are as follows:
The input of the PPM-based filter is the original order of texts restored after feature selection process on extracted e-mail body texts. The punctuation has been removed and we use pre-2500 characters of each processed text for classification as well as training. The parameter of SMO, naïve bayes, adaboost filters are set in weka and their input forms are mail body vector extracted from e-mails. We set "buildLogisticModels" as "true" for SMO in order to obtain its probability output which facilitates a later ensemble of the filters. Other parameters used in the above three filters adopt default settings.
For the parallel heterogeneous ensemble, we adopt log-odds ensemble method [21] to act on the results of single filters. In the experiment, the Document Frequency feature selection method has been used on the SpamAssassin dataset to extract 600 features and on Trec07p dataset to extract 1000 features. Comparison was made under chronological batch mode. Therefore we need to set batch size and its usage as follows: the batch size is 10% of dataset which means to split dataset into 10 groups. The split method for SpamAssassin dataset is 603 messages in each former 9 groups and 607 messages in last group, totally 6034 messages. The other one is 7541 messages in each of the former 9 groups and 7550 messages in last group, totally 75419 messages. The experiment was done according to the classification and training methods in chronological batch mode. The final measures adopted in our experiments are based on the results with first batch cut off, that is, results with post-5431 messages in SpamAssassin dataset and post-67878 messages in Trec07p dataset.
Experimental results and analysis
The results of threshold independent measures are shown in Table 4 , Figure 5 and Figure 6 . From the results shown on these two datasets, we can conclude that the performance of parallel heterogeneous ensemble is consistently better than the adaboost ensemble algorithm, and this illustrates the effectiveness of the ensemble method. Despite the performance of adaboost becoming close to the PHE method with the growth in the number of iterations, the training of adaboost is time-consuming and not suitable for practical applications. We inspected the classification accuracy when using the PHE method under threshold dependent measures. Since the log-odds formula was used to ensemble results generated by single filters, the range of threshold distributed in theory is [-infinite, infinite]. However, based on the actual distribution such as [-10.6,19 .4] on SpamAssassin, [-13.8,22 .5] on Trec07p, we proposed a simple method to determine an appropriate range of threshold: first, we set the outcome, which is one tenth of the difference calculated between maximum spamminess and minimum spamminess, as the step length of threshold adjustment, and get the length value of 3 and 3.6 respectively. Second, further adjustments are carried on the obtained threshold distribution calculated based on the step length value until the appropriate range of threshold is determined. The results are shown in Table 5, Table 6 , Figure 7 and Figure 8 . With the threshold becoming large, both the Recall and the Precision showed the opposite trend on the two datasets. According to the results in figures and tables mentioned we can infer that, the optimal results of the PHE method were taken in the vicinity of threshold value -0.8 on SpamAssassin dataset, meanwhile the classification accuracy in this context was steady above 90.0%. Similarly on the Trec07p dataset, the threshold value is about 0.8 and the classification accuracy in this context was consistently above 98.0%.
In addition, in the experiments we have extracted results of each single filter to compare with results of the PHE method. The evaluation measure is hm%@sm%, which measures the effectiveness of the PHE method on cost-sensitive issues. The experimental results on the two datasets are shown in Figure  9 and Figure 10 . As shown in these figures, "multiFilters" represents the ensemble of three bare filters, referred to as the PHE method. In this section we inspected the ham misclassification rate when the spam misclassification rate located between 0.1% and 10%. From the two datasets we can see, for certain different values of spam misclassification rate, the ham misclassification rate of the PHE method is consistently lower than each single filter does. It indicates that PHE method can effectively reduce the ham misclassification rate.
Conclusion
In this paper, we designed a parallel heterogeneous ensemble spam filtering system based on active learning techniques: SpamCooling. With the developed method, we are able to make full use of existing techniques in application to the practical spam filtering. The proposed system adopted active learning technique and PHE method. As results, the cost of training the classification model is greatly reduced. Meanwhile, the re-trained classification model using labeled e-mails are able to in-cooperate more user personalized features. The effectiveness of our system was also expressed clearly from the experiment results.
